
An 'al-Cheit-able' offence!! Jonny Berkowitz

Whilst preparing this sheet back in December with all the trials for

getting to/from Shul and in fact almost anywhere else, I was reminded

of a Posuk from Sleichos. 'B'veis E-m nehalech b'Rogesh'- to the House

of Hashem we will go with excitement/emotion. 'Rogesh' spelt 'raish

gimel shin', R-ruach (wind) G-geshem (rain) and S-sheleg (snow) . Kol

haKovod, Minyonim/Shiurim etc. kept going……. MeiChayil el Chayil….

In a Shul well endowed with an across- the-board collection of

medical practitioners, it would be an 'al-Cheit-able' offence to pose

the Velts' Kasher…. 'Why do we need Doctors?' After all..Refoeinu

Hashem vNeirofei ..we all have Bitochon in HKBH to heal! But..words

from a Possuk in the Sedroh 'v-rapoh y-rapeh'- and shall surely be

healed ,are darshuned by Chazal in Bovoh Kamoh as meaning

'mikan….shenitnoh reshuss lerofeh leiraposs.'- from here… permission

is granted to Doctors to heal. Furthermore, the Pardes Yosef brings a

backing from Sanhedrin that tells us 'it is forbidden for a Talmind

Chochom to live in a city that does not have a Doctor ! It doesn't stop

there, in the Gemoroh, Rav Chaninoh and Rav Shmuel, plus the famous

Rambam were Tzadikim and Doctors. What's the problem? Why does

what we learn seemingly conflict with our levels of Emunoh and
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Candle Lighting and Shabbos 4.28pm

Mincha & Kabbolas Shabbos 4.33pm

Seder HaLimud 8.40am

Shacharis 9.00am

Mincha 1st Minyan / 2nd Minyan 1.30pm / 4.09pm

Rov’s Mishnayos Shiur 3.54pm

Ovos uBonim 6.54pm

y"w onf seq 10.10am

Sunday 1st/2nd Minyan 7.15am / 8.20am

Mincha & Maariv Next Shabbos 4.47pm (Shabbos 4.42pm)

Late Maariv Minyan 8.00pm

Bitochon? The Pardes Yosefs' problem is encapsulated in another Divrei

Chazal, from Kiddushin that tells us 'Tov shebeRofim legehenom!!'-the

skilled of the Doctors are for gehinom ! Now before the medical

fraternity start a riot in the Shul, the Pardes Yosef continues to explain the

contentious contradiction. There are of course two kinds of Doctors

referred to here. One kind (within whose ranks surely, our members

belong!) acknowledges that without HKBH's help, he would not be

able to do anything. He is merely a shaliach of HKBH. Clearly, his

Kavonoh in the Tephiloh of Refoeinu is heartfelt and full of meaning. The

flip side, the doctor who considers himself to be 'above all', as a deity

rc'l. He excludes himself from the Berocho of Refoeinu. If you take then

the original number of Brochos in the Shmoneh Esrei 18, deduct

Refoeinu -1 =17, which you will find is the Gematria of Tov, tes-9 vov-6

veis-2 =17. This is what Pardes Yosef explains the Gemoroh in Kiddshin

means, 'tov sheberofim' those in a category that consider themselves

'Lema'aloh min haShomayim'.

Rashi on the Posuk 'Im kesev talveh es ami etc.-If you lend money to your

people the poor among you, do not follow up with forceful demands

of repayment! Rashi lists the descending pecking order of candidates

for help. High up the list is Aniyei Ircho-the poor from your town. Not

surprisingly, the Rambam picks up on this and quotes the Sh-Oroch

#249, 'The Oni who is your relative takes precedence over anyone

else.' This leaves a technical problem. There's a 'klal'-principle, 'Kol

hakodem yizkeh'-first to take, keeps. Any (yidishe) Oni has equal rights

to any available help! In a pamphlet of interesting items in learning, from

R'Matisyohu Salomon he points out that giving to a family member in

need, exacts a lesser degree of embarrassment from the recipient, thus

mirroring closer the way HKBH gives…namely without embarrassment.

Consequently the giver is mekayem the Mitzvoh of 'vHalacto

bDerochov'-to go in HKBH's ways. There is of course a great deal
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Maariv & Motzei Shabbos 5.39pm

Mincha & Maariv All Week 4.25pm

7.10amMonday  / Thursday

7.00amFriday yceg y`x

ˆ` xc` oikxan zay

7.20amTuesday / Wednesday
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Mazel Tov to the Rov & Rebbetzen on the birth of a grandson,

born to Mr & Mrs Binyomin Rubinstein in Israel.

Mazel Tov to Rabbi & Mrs Y Y Rubinstein on the birth of a

grandson.

Mazel Tov to Mr & Mrs Yitzchok Steinhaus on the birth of a

daughter.

Mazel Tov to Dr & Mrs Wolfson on the birth of a granddaugher,

and to Mr & Mrs Eliezer Wolfson on the birth of a daughter.

A reminder that The ladies Melava D’Malka takes place on Motzei

Shabbos - enjoy!

We are delighted to announce the launch of two new series of

Shiurim over the next couple of months.

Rabbi Y Y Rubinstein and Rabbi M Kupetz are giving the Shiurim for

the men and Rabbi Cohen and Mrs Stamler and giving the Shiurim

for ladies. See the back page for further details.

Ladies Melava D’Malka

New Shiurim

Kiddush
There will  be a Kiddush this Shabbos after davenning, sponsored

by Dr & Mrs Leon Bernstein on the occasion of their 25th wedding

anniversary - Mazel Tov!

We wish to Mrs Rosenston who is sitting Shiva following

the recent Petiroh of her Mother.

mini zkix`

mini zkix`
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1. Which three obligations does a man have towards

his wife?

2. Someone dug a pit and left it open. Does he have

to pay damages if somebody else falls in?

3. Give four examples of the damage a fire could

cause.

4. What is the minimum age of an animal ?

5. Why should we not accept a bribe?

6. What should we do to idols found in ?

7. Which people were commanded to ascend ,

at least some of the way up?

H. What is the connection between the and the

?

oaxw

l`xyi ux`

ipiq xd

dxhtd
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written further, only this point outlines another important

'klal'…'Mitzvoh goreres Mitzvoh'-one mitzvoh is a springboard to

another.

In the weekday Shmonei Esrei, we know that the Brocho Refoeinu for

health, comes before the Brocho, Borech Oleinu that is for parnosoh. R'

Boruch Haleivi Epstein from Pinsk , in his Sefer 'Boruch She'omor' on

Davening, looks at this through a Posuk in the Sedroh. 'uVeirach es

lachmecho (Parnosoh) ves meimecho vhasirosi machaloh (Health)

mikirbecho'- and your bread and water will be blessed and I will

remove illness from your midst. The order of Tephiloh in the S-E is

contrary to our Posuk ? Futhermore he adds that there's a Gemoro in

Taanis in which Chazal tell us… faced with a famine and pestilence

(disease) at the same time, a community should Daven for the famine

to be lifted, thereby returning the Parnosoh and thro' that, the

pestilence will desist and then the return to health, will be taken care of

in the outcome by HKBH's answer to their Tephiloh. R' Epstein deals

with this dilemma via another Gemoro in Megiloh. The Berocho

Refoeinu includes within its umbrella the recovery from a Miloh, (that is

after all, a wound and not an illness, that nevertheless requires healing.)

Because our Posuk states all illness will be removed implying that there

will be nothing to heal, Refoeinu is not out of place coming first, as

there remains a reason for saying it outside the Geder-boundary of

illness.

There is a connection pointed out by R'Epstein in the Sedra between

the Doctors and the Tzedoko providers……. 'the subject of healing

thro' Doctors, is like the distribution of food to the poor.' Even though

HKBH feeds the hungry (general), he nevertheless provides for the

poor thro' the Chesed agency. Concerning the sick, HKBH also heals,

but in the most part this is done by His agents too.

On a final note, My son-in-law told me he heard at a Sheva Brochus a

couple of weeks ago, that when Nachshon ben Aminodov jumped

into the Yam suf, the waters came to his waist and the yam didn't

split…the water came to his neck and the yam didn't split…the water

came to his nose so he lifted it higher… the yam didn't split… the

water rose higher so he lifted his nose higher and the yam didn't split…

when the water reached his nose to cover it…finally the yam split…In

Gemoroh Sotah, the famous Chazal states 'Koshe Zivigim K'Krias Yam

Suf'…looking for ones' partner is as hard as the splitting of the Yam Suf.

The higher one lifts ones nose in the Parsha of Shiduchim…the more

difficult it will be!! But as the Medresh states that Yezias Mitzroyim was

harder still and so this would reduce the Kriyas Yam Suf to a lesser level

of difficulty (so to speak…. ) iyH' it will come right in the end !! Gut

Shabbos.


